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Rupee could open flat following stable Asian currencies

The Indian rupee’s recent gains are likely to prove short-lived and the
currency is set to fall back to the level of 75. The increase in Covid19
cases, higher gold prices and risk off tone dragged rupee lower on
Tuesday, marking second daily loss. Spot USDINR is having support
around 74.30 and resistance at 75.20.

The offshore yuan briefly strengthened through the 7 per dollar level
for the first time since March.

The global equity rally paused overnight after a strong start to the
week, with European shares slipping alongside U.S. stock futures and
Asian markets. The dollar snapped a five-day losing streak. The
broader dollar has found support and is now consolidating after the
sharp pullback since the end of quarter peak.

US Equities lost steam after the White House reiterated a call to cap
the next round of COVID-19 stimulus at $1 trillion or less, after
several Federal Reserve officials warned of challenges to the economy
as infection rates soar across several states.

Bloomberg's Emerging Markets Capital Flow Proxy index provides a
high-frequency read on inflows. The index plunged in March, and has
since made up some lost ground. Extreme easing by major central
banks has relieved some of the stress on emerging market funding.
The index currently placed around 130 after touching low near 105 in
March.

In the U.K., investors are looking ahead to today’s announcement of
the government’s plans for the next stage of the country’s economic
recovery from the pandemic, with hopes for further fiscal stimulus
from Chancellor Rishi Sunak.

CURRENCY MOVEMENT

GLOBAL EQUITY MARKETS

Particular
Current 

Price
Prev. Close Chg. % Chg.

Nifty 10799.7 10763.7 36.0 0.33%

Sensex 36674.5 36487.3 187.2 0.51%

Hang-Seng 25960.8 25975.7 -14.8 -0.06%

Nikkei 22584.2 22614.7 -30.5 -0.13%

Shanghai 3344.5 3345.3 -0.8 -0.02%

S&P Index 3145.3 3179.7 -34.4 -1.08%

Dow Jones 25890.2 26287.0 -396.8 -1.51%

Nasdaq 10343.9 10433.7 -89.8 -0.86%

FTSE 6189.9 6285.9 -96.0 -1.53%

CAC 5043.7 5081.5 -37.8 -0.74%

DAX 12616.8 12733.5 -116.7 -0.92%

Particular
Current 

Price
Prev. Close Chg. % Chg.

USDINR 74.9362 74.6850 0.2512 0.34%

DXY Index 96.9680 96.8810 0.0870 0.09%

EURUSD 1.1275 1.1274 0.0001 0.01%

GBPUSD 1.2552 1.2542 0.0010 0.08%

USDJPY 107.64 107.52 0.12 0.11%

USDINR 1M NDF 75.0900 75.1400 -0.0500 -0.07%
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USDINR July Futures :

 USDINR July futures formed bullish candlestick above doji candlestick pattern
could be considered as short term reversal.

 Momentum oscillators and indicators rebounded from oversold zone
suggesting some short covering bounce.

 The pair is expected to retrace up to 75.50 which is the previous bottom
which will act as resistance.

USDINR JULY FUT. DAILY CHARTS
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CURRENCIES PRICE ACTION

TECHNICAL LEVELS

Currency  Pairs Open High Low Close Chg.
Open 

Interest

Chg. In 

OI
Volume

Chg.in 

Volume

NSE INRUSD Future Jul20 74.8500 75.1350 74.7600 75.0550 0.37 1776446 -79273 1695184 -423954

NSE EURINR Future Jul20 84.6925 84.8975 84.5600 84.7050 0.15 110660 482 120837 -13439

NSE GBPINR Future Jul20 93.5800 93.9550 93.5000 93.8625 0.34 44332 -1890 162674 -23538

NSE JPYINR Future Jul20 69.6450 69.8500 69.6450 69.7125 0.22 29801 522 45950 6848

NSE EURUSD Fut    Jul20 1.1316 1.1316 1.1261 1.1286 -0.25 3251 -33 2778 1041

NSE GBPUSD Fut    Jul20 1.2507 1.2516 1.2467 1.2507 0.00 2322 276 2896 393

NSE USDJPY Fut    Jul20 107.27 107.42 107.27 107.67 0.14 17 0 8 -12

Currency Pairs LAST PIVOT Supt.3 Supt.2 Supt.1 Resi.1 Resi.2 Resi.3

NSE INRUSD Future Jul20 75.0550 74.9833 74.0100 74.6083 74.8317 75.2067 75.3583 75.5817

NSE EURINR Future Jul20 84.7050 84.7208 83.8850 84.3833 84.5442 84.8817 85.0583 85.2192

NSE GBPINR Future Jul20 93.8625 93.7725 92.5900 93.3175 93.5900 94.0450 94.2275 94.5000

NSE JPYINR Future Jul20 69.7125 69.7358 69.2350 69.5308 69.6217 69.8267 69.9408 70.0317

NSE EURUSD Fut    Jul20 1.1286 1.1288 1.1151 1.1233 1.1259 1.1314 1.1343 1.1369

NSE GBPUSD Fut    Jul20 1.2507 1.2497 1.2369 1.2448 1.2477 1.2526 1.2546 1.2575

NSE USDJPY Fut    Jul20 107.67 107.45 106.97 107.30 107.49 107.64 107.60 107.79
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